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 Being a Bird in North America
North of Mexico: Waterfowl to Shorebirds
by Robert Alvo

ISBN: 9780987773302
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Being a Bird in North America
Publisher: Robert Alvo
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 255
Price: $44.95

Being a Bird in North America (BABINA) brings birds to life on the page with a blend of humor and science that showcases the most interesting aspects of
each species. With over 200 original cartoons, this book makes every species memorable, and sets itself apart from field guides. Whether the reader is new to
the world of birds or a veteran birder, BABINA offers new insight into the lives of birds. It reveals the tricks used by birds to survive, the real problems they
face, and addresses their conservation issues.
Being a Bird in North America features:
- Well-researched, properly cited species accounts.- Focus on each species’ tricks for survival, and the real problems they face in nature or because of
humans.- Over 200 original cartoons from 15 artists- Global distribution maps and conservation status.- NatureServe Conservation Ranks for the world,
Canada, Mexico, and the USA.- French and Spanish names for every species- Taxonomy, nomenclature, and species ordering as per the American
Ornithologists’ Union (Chesser 2014).- Photography from biologists conducting fieldwork- Appendix that completes the list and status of North American
birds.
Google on "Robert Alvo, CBC" to find the following:1) a 10-min CBC Radio interview, 2) a 1-min clip from a 10-min CBC TV interview (by a different
interviewer on a different show), and, 3) an online CBC article with a 1-min clip from 2) above.

 Elite Hockey Development Drills
by Barrett Leganchuk

ISBN: 9780993626302
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Barrett Leganchuk
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 90
Price: $34.99

After five years in the making, a book designed to provide coaches with a complete package of hockey drills has hit the market. Elite Hockey Development
Drills contains over 100 warmup and flow drills with numerous variations. The book is conveniently split up into five chapters to target a specific area of the
ice surface and includes diagrams with step-by-step instructions.Elite Hockey Development Drills aims to maximize practice efficiency, provide a plan for
high tempo practices quickly and challenge players every practice. In today’s game there is a big importance on transition moving the puck up ice quickly
and countering on the attack and also involving your defense. These tactics have been included in many of the drills and are specifically designed to
encourage speed and execution in a team’s style of play.
Head coach of the Winnipeg Jets, Paul Maurice: “Very organized, excellent book that provides insight into unique drills and strategies while combining
practical lessons and technical concepts applicable to all coaches.”

 Firefly Time
The Art and Poetry of Emilee N. Horn (Carter)
by Stefan Carter

ISBN: 9780974584744
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Canukshuk Artworks
Pub. Date: 2015-07-01
Pages: 180
Price: $26.95

No Description
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 Fur Is Only Fur Deep

by Julia Schettler

ISBN: 9780994021021
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Peasantry Press
Pub. Date: 2015-11-01
Pages: 34
Price: $11.95

Winner of the 2016 McNally Robinson Books for Young People Award: Younger Category.Jai Jai is a curious little panda cub who lives at the Beary Nice
Orphanage. He dreams of having a superhero father and a furever family. Will his dreams come true? Come along with Jai Jai as he discovers that fur is only
fur deep. With its clear focus on international adoption, inclusion, and seeing past differences, this beautifully illustrated children's book is perfect for both
the home and the classroom.

 Knuckleball
by Roger Groening

ISBN: 9781928169970
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Roger Groening
Pub. Date: 2015-11-01
Pages: 229
Price: $21.00

What if you could throw the perfect knuckleball? Would you be happy?
 This is one of Leonard’s goals as he grows up in the fictional town of Shannon Creek. It is the 1960s. Leonard dreams of the big leagues. he is very fond of
Patsy Giesbrecht. He ponders salvation. He worries about failure. He tries to follow the complex rules of both baseball and life. His impetuosity and
stubbornness lead to minor misfortune. Misfortune occasionally has a silver lining.
 Roger Groening, in his first collection, gives us the peculiar world of Shannon Creek, where winning first place at the country fair flower competition is
cause for muted pride, and throwing the perfect knuckleball is a moment replete with grace.
 When he isn’t writing, Roger Groening enjoys hiking the native plant trails at his homestead farm-cottage, emerging only occasionally to mine the human
drama from sports history, or compose a song. In 2013 he released an album entitled Baseball Tonight, performed with the Groening Family Band. He
anticipates that writing will cost more than it earns, and has decided to keep his day job as an educational counselor. He lives in Winnipeg with his wife
Ruth, coping as best he can with long winters and an idiosyncratic cat named Monty. He has three children, all of whom are fully engaged in their own
human drama.
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 The Ladders of Death

by Philippe Erhard

ISBN: 9781460271513
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: FriesenPress
Pub. Date: 2015-11-01
Pages: 288
Price: $24.99

THE LADDERS OF DEATH is a compelling historical novel that’s as much a call to action against apathy as it is a portrait of people trying to determine
how they’ll react to the atrocities of World War II. Jenny a Canadian law student and Paul a French medical student discover their power to act when their
individual beliefs are challenged in Nazi occupied France. The plot defines them and is used to depict the human tendency to ignore atrocities and crimes
against humanity.The Ladders of Death is a beautifully written and compelling historical novel that’s as much a call to action against apathy as it is a portrait
of people trying to make sense of and determine how they would react to the atrocities of World War II. Told through the alternating viewpoints of Jenny
and Paul, The Ladders of Death is smartly written, well plotted, and wholly believable. Rich descriptions create vivid pictures of the sometimes harsh but
almost always beautiful landscapes. The result is a realistic and vivid novel that engages from beginning to end.The Ladders of Death is a debut novel that
will appeal to not just those who enjoy adventure and history, but also to those who believe that everyday people have the power to change the world. -
Cindy Wolfe Boyton for Foreword Reviews www.forewordreviews.com
Compelling story about the bravery of two individuals during World War II. Engaging novel, with action and suspense. - Self-Publishing Review
Richly descriptive and intriguingly complex, this story sheds light on a dark time in world history. -   FriesenPress
Philippe Erhard, physician and writer, was born in France and studied in the city of Besançon. Erhard states that mental and physical health are two crucial
elements of our well being. He has had the privilege of helping many people in this area for more than 30 years; first in family practice and now in sports
medicine. After many years he decided it was time to follow his own advice by ‘doing’ less and ‘being’ more. This led to unexpected discoveries and the
birth of a book called B ...

 Our Relations to the Newcomers Dtantu Balai Betl Nahidei
by Joe Hyslop

ISBN: 9780993910661
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Treaty Elders' Teachings
Publisher: Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba
Pub. Date: 2015-12-01
Pages: 223
Price: $34.99

No Description

 Pocket Ojicree
A Phrasebook for Nearly All Occasions
by Jerry Sawanas

ISBN: 9780993966323
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Mazinaate Inc.
Pub. Date: 2015-12-01
Pages: 208
Price: $20.00

No Description
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 Prairie Sunset

A Story of Change
by Dion Manastyrski

ISBN: 9780993903700
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Earthspic Press
Pub. Date: 2015-07-01
Pages: 240
Price: $75.00

Dion Manastyrski grew up on a small family farm in Saskatchewan, on a homestead that was built by his grandparents. He left the farm after high school,
and the farm was sold, but he returns to visit whenever he can. 

In 2003 he began work on a project to photograph abandoned homesteads and other artifacts left behind from an earlier time, when the small family farm
was at the heart of rural life on the prairies: neighbours within walking distance, vibrant small towns, and a rich sense of community.

He also interviewed over 70 people, and asked, "What can you tell me about rural life several decades ago, and about how things have changed?" The book
is loaded with personal, often heartfelt anecdotes about many aspects of life beginning in the pioneer years, and covering a span of about 100 years. Within
their words, the book also raises questions about what has been lost or gained during the rapid change.

After eight road trips across the prairies, this book was completed in 2015. Printed and bound with premium materials at Friesens in Manitoba, the book's
240 pages contain over 100 photos by the author, 50 historical photos from archives, and the words of about 70 people he interviewed.

The author describes, "In my search for understanding as I roamed the homesteads of a vanishing era, I photographed the abandoned structures, and talked to
people of the prairies. Collecti ...

 The Secret Loves of Geek Girls
by Hope Nicholson

ISBN: 9780993997013
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bedside Press
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 279
Price: $20.00

Secret Loves of Geek Girls is an ambitious anthology collecting comic and prose stories from women in the creative fields. All of these stories are nonfiction
and revolve around love, dating and sex.
CONTRIBUTIONS INCLUDE:

Cover Art by Gisèle Lagacé & Shouri, design by Rachel Deering

Art by Renee Nault, Jen Bartel, Sanya Anwar, Kristen Gudsnuk, Jessica Paoli, Leslie Ann Doyle, and Melissa Kay.

New comics by: Margaret Atwood, Meaghan Carter, Megan Kearney, ALB, Jen Vaughn, Meags Fitzgerald, Gillan G., Diana Nock, Roberta Gregory, Laura
Neubert, Sarah Winifred Searle, Natalie Smith, Jenn Woodall, Mariko Tamaki/Fiona Smyth, Irene Koh, Fionna Adams/Jen Vaughn, and Annie Mok.

Illustrated stories by: Janet Hetherington, Sam Maggs/Selena Goulding, Megan Lavey-Heaton/Isabelle Melançon, Cherelle Ann Sarah Higgins/Rachael
Wells, and Stephanie Cooke/Deena Pagliarello.

Text stories by Brandy Dawley, Diana McCallum, Jen Aprahamian, Katie West, Adrienne Kress, Soha Kareem, Loretta Jean, J.M. Frey, Trina Robbins,
Twiggy Talla ...
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 Tax Planning for You and Your Family 2016

by CARSWELL

ISBN: 9780779866410
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomson Reuters
Pub. Date: 2015-12-01
Pages: 365
Price: $26.95

In Canada, taxes are one of the biggest obstacles to the creation and preservation of independent wealth. Whether you're a student, a married or single parent,
an executive or the owner-manager of your own business, this book offers practical, easy-to-understand strategies that can help you keep more of your hard-
earned dollars and boost your family's net worth.Up to date for 2016 by the tax and financial planning team at one of Canada's largest professional services
firms, KPMG, this year's guide gives you the latest on federal and provincial tax credit amounts.

 To and From Nowhere
by Hedy Leonora Martens

ISBN: 9780920718971
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: CMU Press
Pub. Date: 2015-12-01
Pages: 498
Price: $27.00

In this gripping and moving novel, Greta and her family, treated as “non-existent” along with thousands of Russian Germans, Mennonites, and other ethnic
groups displaced by Stalin, struggle to exist in the Soviet Union from 1941 to 1976.
Based on painstaking historical research and interviews with Greta’s family, To and From Nowhere tells a harrowing and beautiful story in the unusual style
that author Hedy Martens has fused, combining narrative, biography, poetry, history, and personal reflection.
Hedy Leonora Martens is a writer and retired marriage and family therapist living in Winnipeg. Over three decades ago, Hedy Martens and her husband John
met members of his family left behind the Iron Curtain in the Stalin years. This prompted the author’s commitment to recover these experiences of exile and
honour the memory of a remarkable woman, Greta Enns.
The first volume of this project, Favoured Among Women, was published in 2010, and was called a “detailed and touching portrait of a Mennonite woman
during the harsh early years of Soviet Russia” (Winnipeg Free Press).

 Vantage Points
Making the Landscape Their Own
by TM-SPHA OF SW MB

ISBN: 9780986716935
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Vantage Points
Publisher: Teyana Neufeld
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 60
Price: $19.95

No Description
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 Warehouse Journal

by Faculty of Architecture

ISBN: 9781894586399
Binding: Paperback 
Series: 24
Publisher: University of Manitoba
Pub. Date: 2015-11-01
Pages: 374
Price: $24.00

Volume 24. Winner of the 2016 Manuela Dias Book Design and Illustration Award: General Illustration Category.
The Warehouse Journal is an annual student initiative that celebrates a curated collection of multidisciplinary works by design students from the Faculty of
Architecture at the University of Manitoba.  Warehouse exists not only as a cultural emblem of the faculty, but as an archive of ideas, and an illustrated
exploration of life, growth, and accomplishment collected over a year.  The intent of the 24th volume of the journal is to frame and celebrate innovations in
design and education within the context of the city of Winnipeg.
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